Panga 23 NEW
Pangas have been used since 1960’s, almost exclusively in Latin America
and South East Asia in the early years, now all over the world, for fishing,
touring, diving and commercial use including for transporting heavy loads
over long distances.
Panga’s unique ride is due to a pad keel which starts wide at the stern,
tapering to the bow. It is the reason why it requires little horsepower to start
and speed up. Dafman Panga 23 is CE with category C for the horsepower
up to 90HP. However they can easily carry up to 8 persons running with as
little as 60HP. Most owners will find that 60HP will provide very
economical and quick boating. With its perfect design, the boat runs
smoothly with excellent stability and buoyancy, without jumping and
bumping even in big wave and wind.
The key features of the Panga 23 design is a high bow 1.40m, a length of
6.96m with a beam 2.00m, gunwale height 0.70m at the front, and 0.60m at
the cockpit. The high bow and gunwale provide buoyancy and elevation for
casting and retrieval or carrying heavy loads and minimizes spray coming
on board. The boat is of self-draining. A bow storage is built for anchor and
chain, Below is a dry fish tank. A live fish tank is in front of the center
console. One of the two storages at the rear can be modified into a live bait
tank with circulation pump. Bow rails, bimini top and fishing rod holders
are the good options to fit the boat for easy and convenient angling or
netting fish.
The hull and the deck of the boat are built with vacuum infusion technology.
The hatches are made with stamping machine. All these have made the boat
lighter but much stronger. Even a small engine can power it at ease.

Specifications
Length
Width
Depth
Draft
Weight
Person
Engine applicable
Sailing area

6.96m
2.00m
1.40m
0.22m
650kgs
8
60 to 90HP
inshore with category C

Standards
Bow storage x 2
Rear storage x 2
Live fish tank
Center console or Storage with two hatches
Price:
USD5000.00/PC EX WORKS
Options:

Driver’s seat
Fuel tank 100L
Fuel tank 120L
Hydraulic steering system with S/S steering wheel
Bilge pump
Live bait tank with circulation pump
6 in 1 switch board
Bow rails
Battery 150A
Bimini top
Fishing rod holder on the gunwales x 6
Anchor roller
Foldable ladder
Trailer with brakes and LED lights

USD250.00
USD300.00
USD450.00
USD780.00
USD85.00
USD590.00
USD95.00
USD660.00
USD150.00
USD650.00
USD240.00
USD120.00
USD95.00
USD1800.00

Stow capacity

2pcs/40ftHQ

